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The Gangs of New York (Part -1)

I saw the movie “The Gangs of New York” (again) recently. It is really very good but extremely
violent and highlights “tribalism” with the “natives” fighting the Irish for the territory of the
five points- Hell’s Kitchen. It is based on history and it got me thinking about the nature of
man and his propensity for violence and self-deception and particularly about the gang
phenomenon.

Two Gangs
I thought it was a good metaphor for looking at the “two gangs” that are currently fighting
each other for global supremacy. They are also extremely violent but much of the violence is
hidden. They (both gangs) have become masters at projecting virtue. They have to be seen
to be “good” in order to keep the public on board. One gang stands for freedom and JudaeoChristian values and the other gang stands for environmental responsibility and equality.
However, either gang would happily stab you to death or beat you with a cudgel if you get in
their way. We are going to have a look at both gangs.

The Anglo-Zionist Gang
This gang is not led by “Bill the butcher” but by Trump. Bill liked to use his meat cleaver as a
weapon, but Trump and his cohorts use the Bible.
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You think I am being ridiculous? What about the CIA coup in Bolivia? Bolivia whose socialist
government has just been toppled in a coup apparently led by God—that began a fortnight
ago when a little known minor Bolivian political figure named Luis Fernando Camacho having
only 125,000 Twitter followers in a nation of 11.5 million peoples, left his home in the eastern
province of Santa Cruz on a walk to his nation’s capital city La Paz—a walk Camacho began in
his bid to overthrow godless socialist leader President Evo Morales and return Bolivia back to
Christianity—saw him declaring when he began his walk: “I am not going with the weapons, I
go with my faith and my hope; with a Bible in my right hand and his letter of resignation in
my left hand”—and upon Camacho reaching La Paz—saw him entering the Government
Palace and kneeling in prayer with his Bible—after which Bolivian military and police forces
forced socialist leader Morales to flee to Mexico—that was immediately followed by Bolivian
interim president Jeanine Añez proclaiming to the entire world: “God has allowed the Bible
to come back into the palace. May He bless us.”—a proclamation cheered by President
Donald Trump who said: “We are now one step closer to a completely democratic,
prosperous, and free Western Hemisphere.”—but whose own battle against godless socialist
forces was gravely warned about yesterday when US Attorney General William Barr accused
these demons of “waging a scorched-earth, no-holds-barred war of resistance” against Trump
that involves the “systematic shredding of norms and undermining the rule of law”. Here is
Camacho kneeling in prayer with his Bible:
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Here is interim president Jeanine Añez holding the Bible:

Paul Craig Roberts has the following to say; “What has happened everywhere in the world is
that nothing is any longer important but money. Therefore, everything is sacrificed for
money. There is no shame, no honor, no integrity, no truth, no justice. Maybe the biblical
prophesies are true, and Armageddon is our future. Who can say we don’t deserve it.”

Defeating Evil
I am so pleased that the Bible has defeated the evil President Morales (morality). Evo Morales
was president of Bolivia for more than 12 years, heralding the ascent of the indigenous social
movements to governmental power. This ended the apartheid system against the indigenous
that existed for 500 years in Bolivia. Morales won in 2005 with 53.7% of the vote, followed by
re-elections in 2009 with 64.2% and 2014 with 61.3%.The country has made great strides in
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economic development, national sovereignty, women’s and Original Peoples’ rights, respect
for Mother Earth, raising the people’s standard of living, level of education, and health care.
He declared independence from the World Bank and IMF and nationalised the silver mines.
Such evil must be stopped. We cannot have the benefits going to ordinary people. Quickly
we must defeat this “evil socialism” and bash him with a BIBLE. The Orange Jesus otherwise
known as “Bill the butcher” approves.

Trump sent his attorney General William Barr to talk about “religious awakening” at Notre
Dame and the suckers fell for it. This is the same William Barr whose father hired Epstein to
teach at his school. Here follows a short bio on William Barr a truly, deeply religious man that
rejected Judaism and converted to Catholicism. Attorney General William Barr also
announced a new Orwellian “pre-crime” program inspired by the “War on Terror”, how will
we cope with all this freedom? Trump has connections with the Jewish mafia (the Steele
dossier was in my view largely fabricated) especially interesting is the religious organisation
“Chabad” which seems to be a front.

Conspiracy theories?
I hear you say it is all “conspiracy theories”. Do you really want to go down the rabbit hole
and look at how the post WW2 intelligence agencies were formed and how the “modern”
world really works? In that case read the following article (very good). It shows the links
between religion, money and intelligence agencies. Remember the Pope’s banker found
lynched under Black Friars bridge? (Yeah, “conspiracy”). If you have time watch the following
videos and educate yourself:
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PS7IFWmTyFw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B6pSsLe1SjU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w06uX0rXuPg

Do you want the Good news or the Bad News?
Do you want the good news or the bad news? The good news is that the Anglo-Zionists are
the good guys. They are only responsible for 100 million deaths, environmental catastrophe
and debt slavery but they are deeply, oh so deeply religious. They will probably help Israel
exterminate the Palestinians and set up temple worship…. the Bible wins (hoorah).

Yeah, you heard right…they are the good guys…wait until you meet the bad guys. Next time
I hope to introduce the other gang. I think we have ended up in Hell’s Kitchen.

“For her sins have reached to heaven, and God has
remembered her iniquities”
(Rev 18:5)
https://youtu.be/jiMXK9eDrMY

